sentence, the latter to the specific contribution to the meaning of the lexical items and their syntactic interrelationships. Hence, semantic roles such as ' actor ', ' bearer of attitude ' and so on are properties of this level. The sentences John likes music and Music pleases John, then, are identically represented in terms of their cognitive content, but differently in terms of their SSP.
Pragmatic information, that is, ' all extra-grammatical means of organizing utterance as the minimal communicative unit ' ( : ), is encoded at the third level. Here is where we find Mathesius's functional sentence perspective. In languages such as Czech, in which word order is largely a property of FSP, generalizations about the sequencing of grammatical elements are stated at this level. However, Danes) noted that ' some [word order generalizations] may be operative on the grammatical level, too ' ( : ).
Firbas's main contribution was to develop an all-encompassing generalization operative at this third level (Firbas b;  ;  ; ). This he called ' communicative dynamism ' (CD) and redefined FSP in terms of it :
By FSP we understand the distribution of various degrees of communicative dynamism (l CD) over the elements within the sentence, this distribution being determined by the co-operation of the grammatical and semantic structures of the sentence under certain conditions of contextual dependence. By the degree of CD carried by a sentence element, we understand the extent to which the sentence element contributes to the development of the communication, to which, as it were, it ' pushes ' the communication forward. (Firbas  : ) Firbas redefined the ' theme ' as that element with the lowest degree of CD, the ' rheme ' as that element with the highest, with the ' transition ' in between. These redefinitions allowed for the possibility that new information might be thematic (Firbas ) .
Firbas believed that there were extralinguistic reasons, rooted in the nature of human communication and cognition, for the most thematic elements to come first in the utterance, followed in their turn by elements with ever increasing amounts of CD, with the most rhematic element at the end :% Sentence linearity is an indisputable fact. It makes the speaker\writer arrange the linguistic elements in a linear sequence, in a line, and develop the discourse step-by-step. I believe to be right in assuming that the most natural way of such gradual development is to begin at the beginning and proceed in a steady progression, by degrees, towards the fulfillment of the communicative purpose of the discourse. If this assumption is correct, then a sequence showing a gradual rise in degrees of CD (i.e. starting with the [] Jakobson () considered the principle that theme precedes rheme to be an ' iconic ' one, since the flow of information from old to new matches the flow in time of the speech act.
     
lowest degree and gradually passing on to the highest degree) can be regarded as displaying the basic distribution of CD. I also believe to be right in assuming that this conclusion is quite in harmony with the character of human apprehension. (Firbas  : ) But Firbas also was aware that many sentences do  in fact show an inexorable rise in degree of CD. For example, in the sentence A girl came into the room (Firbas  : ) , the phrase a girl is most likely the rheme. He posited that a countervailing force was at work in such sentences. Verbs such as come (into) that explicitly convey the meaning of appearance or existence ' show a strong tendency to recede into the background and to be exceeded on CD in the presence of a context-independent subject ' (Firbas  : ).
He also devoted considerable attention to how the semantic structure of the sentence affects FSP. In the above sentence, for example, the rhematic nature of the subject is signaled by its indefinite article. The late s saw the beginnings of an attempt to unify PS conceptions with work that was being done in generative grammar at the time. Sgall, Hajic) ova! & Benesova! () pulled together the articles of the individual authors over the previous few years and proposed to integrate FSP into a generative semantic model of grammar whose semantic representations were case grammar trees. This work, called ' Functional Generative Description ' (FGD), incorporates the notion of ' CD ', but in a more precise sense than that of Firbas. The authors derive the amount of CD of a grammatical element from its role in semantic interpretation, based on its degree of ' communicative importance '. However, given that the element with the greatest amount of communicative importance tends to be sentence-final, the idea of a gradual rise in CD is maintained. FGD is updated and treated in greater detail in Sgall, Hajic) ova! & Panevova! ().
An interest in the realization of the discourse notions ' topic ' and ' focus ' in terms of the syntactic structure of the sentence has played a central role in PS theorizing to the present day (see, for example, Hajic) ova! ,  ; Sgall  ; Sgall, Hajic) ova! & Panevova!  ; Firbas  ; among other work).& Many of the essentials from the earlier studies of Danes) and Firbas are maintained (including a version of CD), though at a vastly more sophisticated level. The syntactic model has remained a version of dependency theory ; a number of recent studies have built on the contribution of sentence meaning to CD, using dependency-based configurations of semantic relations to characterize the sentence topic and focus. A considerable amount of attention has been paid to valency relations as well -a more pressing issue for dependency theory than for constituent structure theory -much of it [] The earlier terms ' theme ' and ' rheme ' are now generally referred to as ' topic ' and ' focus ' respectively. For an overview of the different positions that were taken on this issue in the s and s, see Sgall (a, b) . Sgall () is a useful overview of the entire history of PS theorizing about meaning and discourse.
anticipating later generative work in argument structure (Hajic) ova! & Panevova!  ; Panevova! - ; ). In short, the main thrust of the PS has been to attempt an integrated formal model of structure, meaning and use, in which each component retains some degree of autonomy. How the PS linguists place themselves with respect to other trends can be appreciated from the following colorful metaphor :
The former, Chomskyan, Montaguian, and other trends -if viewed from a Praguian perspective under which the whole ' building ' of communication within a linguistic community rests on its ' basement ' consisting in the common language -construct this basement without realizing that it is a basement rather than a whole house. … On the other hand the pragmatically oriented trends … would like to erect the building without any basement, arguing that those concentrating on the basement can never build the house. … For those who are willing to divide the labor, since they realize that language is a complex instrument of human communication and that a systematic description of the instrument should be integrated into that of the activity, the Praguian approach offers useful starting points. (Sgall b: ) . T      The United States, throughout most of the twentieth century, gave first place to form-centered (as opposed to meaning-centered or function-centered) approaches to grammar. For Bloomfield () the centrality of meaning did not prevent it from being ' the weak point in language study ' ( : ), and therefore he advocated that primary attention be paid to the formal distribution of grammatical elements, followed by an investigation of their semantic properties. Some of his followers in the s and s were zealous in their attempt to literally confine grammatical analysis to a presentation of the distribution of these elements. The central document of early generative grammar, Chomsky (), reasserted the primacy of the investigation of form, providing empirical arguments for the desirability of characterizing syntactic patterning in terms of an autonomous generative system (for discussion, see Newmeyer ). While he stressed throughout his  book the need for a model of syntax to connect with models of meaning and use, the practical consequence of the adoption of the autonomy hypothesis was to keep studies of the latter in the background among generative linguists until the s.
At no time, however, has the idea of formal autonomy been so strong among American linguists that rival approaches have not had a voice. Even in the s and s there were active and respected members of the field whose goal was to attempt to explain the formal distribution of grammatical elements by appealing to their external function, particularly their function       in discourse. And by the early s a functionalist opposition to generative grammar was very much in evidence. Two already highly prominent linguists stand out as inspiring forces for the development of this trend -Dwight Bolinger and Joseph Greenberg. Bolinger had received a Ph.D. in Spanish from Wisconsin in  and went on to teach at a variety of universities before settling at Harvard in . He became known in the s for his many articles on intonation, most leading to the conclusion that it had to be described, contrary to Post-Bloomfieldian opinion, by devices that allowed for nondiscrete continua. With the advent of generative grammar, he continued in the vein of attempting to demonstrate that meaning and function were such overweening factors in the shaping of form that attempts to construct an autonomous theory of grammar could only be wrongheaded. Many of the next generation of American functionalists share Talmy Givo! n's feeling that it was Dwight Bolinger who taught them ' that language could only be understood in the context of communication ' (Givo! n a: xiv).
Greenberg's background was rather different from Bolinger's. He was a  Ph.D. from Northwestern, and in the s a professor in the Anthropology Department at Columbia University. Greenberg published in general linguistics, and in language typology and classification, particularly of the languages of Africa. It was his  paper on language universals that was to underlie not just American approaches to typology, but to give American functionalism its distinct stamp as well. This paper added the initials ' VSO ', ' SVO ' and ' SOV ' to the lexicons of most of the world's linguists and initiated the program of attempting to find functional explanations for typological patterning. For example, the last section of the paper attributes the predominance of noun-adjective and subject-verb order to ' a general tendency for comment to follow topic ' (Greenberg  : ) and three universals that exemplify a ' general tendency to mark the ends of units rather than the beginning ' are ' probably related to the fact that we always know when someone has just begun speaking, but it is our sad experience that without some marker we don't know when the speaker will finish ' ( : ).
The major impetus to the formation of a functionalist movement in American linguistics in the s came from developments internal to generative grammar. In the early years of this decade the approach known as ' generative semantics ' had become predominant. In essence, generative semantics advocated the representation of all aspects of utterance interpretation in the underlying syntactic structure of the sentence, which was now regarded as identical to its semantic representation. Most importantly for our purposes, these included those aspects related to discourse function :
Given a syntactic structure (P " , …, P n ) we define the semantic representation SR of a sentence as SR l (P " , PR, Top, F, …), where PR is a Chafe, in his book, Meaning and the structure of language (Chafe ), developed a version of generative semantics giving far more prominence to discourse concepts such as ' old information ' and ' new information ' than had been the practice among American generativists. Kuno published a series of papers (Kuno  ; a, b ; a; ) and a book (Kuno b), each of which was full of examples arguing that generalizations that formal generative grammarians had attempted to capture in the grammar proper lent themselves to explanations appealing to discourse function or to language processing.
Chafe and Kuno were to lead American functionalism in two markedly different directions. Chafe soon broke with generative grammar in toto and inspired a brand of functionalism diametrically opposed to all forms of formal linguistics. As Johanna Nichols characterizes this trend :
[Functional grammar] analyzes grammatical structure, as do formal and structural grammar, but it also analyzes the entire communicative situation : the purposes of the speech event, its participants, its discourse context. Functionalists maintain that the communicative situation motivates, constrains, explains, or otherwise determines grammatical structure, and that a structural or formal approach is not merely limited to an artificially restricted data base, but it is inadequate even as a structural account. (Nichols  : ) Since most American functionalists adhere to this trend, I will refer to it and its practitioners with the initials ' USF '. Some of the more prominent USFs are Joan Bybee, William Croft, Talmy Givo! n, John Haiman, Paul Hopper, Marianne Mithun and Sandra Thompson. In its most extreme form (Hopper , ) , USF rejects the Saussurean dichotomies such as langue vs.
[] For early interpretivist approaches to focus, see Chomsky () and Jackendoff ().
     
parole and synchrony vs. diachrony. All adherents of this tendency feel that the Chomskyan advocacy of a sharp distinction between competence and performance is at best unproductive and obscurantist ; at worst theoretically unmotivated.
Note Nichols' stress upon the communicative situation ' motivating ', ' constraining ', ' explaining ' and ' determining ' grammatical structure. It is a watchword of USF that a system-internal explanation is no explanation at all. In order to explain the properties of language, it is necessary to go outside the system and appeal to properties of language users' minds and behaviors as well as to what is observed in the process of language change. Hence, central to explanation within USF are the cognitive representations of the conceptual relations among grammatical elements and strategies for successful communication and for processing language in real time.
Following the example of Joseph Greenberg, USF is characterized by a profound interest in typology. Increasingly, USF has taken the position that all universal aspects of language are functionally-motivated and representable by implicational hierarchies, arrived at through typological investigation. That which is arbitrary is language-specific. Hence, it goes without saying that the ' balance ' between what is language-particular and what is universal cannot even begin to be appreciated without a wholesale commitment to typology.
Kuno was to lead American functionalism along a different path. Most importantly, he did not challenge the fundamental theoretical underpinnings of Chomskyan linguistics. Indeed, he has written that ' in theory there is no conflict in principle between functional syntax and, say, the government and binding theory of generative grammar ' (Kuno  : ) and even writes about ' the discourse component of the grammar ' (Kuno  : ). Those linguists who have worked along the lines that Kuno advocates typically probe the interactions of grammar and discourse, without making the claim that the former can be derived, in any interesting sense, from the latter. In fact, Ellen Prince, after Kuno the most prominent adherent of this tendency, argues that discourse analysis is ' part of the study of linguistic competence ' (Prince ), a conclusion based on what she sees as the high degree of arbitrariness of the relationship between syntactic structure and discourse function. Given the close ties between this brand of functionalism and formal linguistics, I refer to it as ' formal functionalism '.( In addition to herself and Kuno, Prince ( : ) names the following as advocates of the ' formal functionalist ' position : Nomi Erteschik-Shir, Jacqueline Gue! ron, Jeanette Gundel, Georgia Green, Laurence Horn, Tony Kroch, Gary Milsark, Tanya Reinhart, Michael Rochemont, Gregory Ward, Yael Ziv and Anne ZribiHertz.) There is no sharp boundary between what I have called ' formal functionalism ' and that branch of formal semantics devoted to what is known as ' information structure ', namely the use of logical tools to characterize the nature of topic, focus and discourse referents. Hence, section , which addresses the current relations between the PS and formal functionalism, will by necessity include discussion of its relations with information structure semanticists as well.
. P      
There is strong evidence pointing to the conclusion that the pioneers of American functionalism not only were familiar with the central writings of the PS, but found them intellectually inspiring. I will demonstrate this point by reference to the work of Bolinger, Greenberg, Chafe and Kuno.* Bolinger had begun to refer to the work of PS linguists as early as . A book published in that year (Bolinger a) reprinted some of his early papers and contained some never published ones as well. In a new preface to one of the former (Bolinger \), he remarked that when he wrote the article, he ' was not aware of the earlier work of V. Mathesius and the recent work of Jan Firbas on what Firbas calls '' functional sentence perspective '' … ' (p. ) and went on to cite a paper of Firbas's and to characterize the (rather minor) differences between their respective positions. In a new paper in that same volume (Bolinger b), he expressed his debt to a ' cautious statement ' (p. ) in Danes) () regarding stress-timed rhythm in English that had helped to shape his thoughts on the matter. And in his popular  introductory text, Aspects of language, Bolinger notes :
A group of Czech linguists refers to this tendency of many languages to put the known first and the unknown or unexpected last as ' sentence perspective ' [a footnote here cites Firbas a]. They point out that, in order to communicate the sentence dynamism that has been partially lost by the stiffening of word order, English must resort to other stratagems, [] Not all of the above scholars are employed at American universities. Gue! ron and ZribiHertz are located in France ; Reinhart, Ziv and Erteschik-Shir in Israel ; and Rochemont in Canada. All but Zribi-Hertz have American doctorates, however.
[] In this and the following sections, I will confine my discussion to direct influence by Czech and Slovak scholars identified with the PS. A more indirect influence comes from scholars who were members of the PS, or were closely identified with it, but worked elsewhere. Lucien Tesnie' re, Michael Halliday, Simon Dik, Andre! Martinet and Oswald Ducrot are noteworthy examples. If their influence were included in the discussion, then of course the intellectual debt of American functionalism to the PS would be greater.
and these are among the things that give the language its distinctive syntactic appearance. (Bolinger  : -)
Bolinger continued to cite PS work until the end of his career. For example, we find in Bolinger () and Bolinger () some discussion of the approach to accent prominence taken in Danes) ().
The influence of the PS permeates every page of Greenberg's seminal paper. Indeed, by Greenberg's own acknowledgement (Greenberg  : ), the paper was written in response to Roman Jakobson's call for an ' implicational typology ' of language universals (Jakobson \) . PS terminology is also rampant in the Greenberg paper, as is evidenced by the frequent description of one order of elements as being ' more marked ' or ' less marked ' than another.
In his  book, Chafe notes that ' the basic role played by semantic structure in the structure of language … has been seriously neglected by the mainstream of linguists ' (Chafe  : ). To this remark he adds in a footnote : In short, there can be no question that the American functionalist movement, as it took form in the early s, was shaped to a significant degree by the conceptions of the PS. Why this influence did not continue to the present day is the topic of the next section.
. T         
We find fewer and fewer references to the work of the PS in USF publications starting in the mid s. After documenting this fact, I will attempt an explanation. My interpretation of this state of affairs will necessarily be more speculative than were the remarks of the previous sections. After all, one rarely presents one's reasons for  citing a particular publication.
Two major events of the mid s signaled the coming of age of American functionalism. The first was a sequence of three annual conferences held at the University of California at Santa Barbara in ,  and  and quickly published as Li (, , ). Most (though not all) of the contributions represented the nascent USF discussed above and dealt with ' traditional ' functionalist issues, such as the role of subject and topic in word order and motivations for syntactic change. The other was a parasession on functionalism held in conjunction with the annual meeting of the Chicago Linguistic Society (Grossman, San & Vance ) . Most (though not all) of the contributions were in the general domain of formal functionalism. In both the former three-volume set and in the latter parasession volume, references to the PS are conspicuous by their absence. The three Li volumes contain respectively ,  and  contributions ; references to PS work in syntax number , , and none at all. Of the  papers in the parasession volume, only  cite the PS.
After the mid s references to PS work in syntax in USF publications all but disappear. I think that it is fair to cite the following papers as landmarks in the development of this approach Turning to more recent books by individual authors, we find the same state of affairs. None of the following works of USF contain a single reference to publications of the Prague School : Croft () ; Heine, Claudi & Hu$ nnemeyer () ; Bybee, Perkins & Pagliuca () ; and Givo! n ()."! I feel that it is safe to conclude, then, that USF has turned its back on the PS. The question is ' Why ? '. There are many reasons that one might point to. The first and undoubtedly most critical is the increasing disparity between the theoretical conceptions of the PS and those of USF. As this latter movement developed, it became increasingly hostile to the idea of a model of grammar in which distinct principles apply at distinct levels. The one homogeneous syntax-semantics-pragmatics envisioned by many American functionalists is a far cry from Danes) 's vision of a three-level model of grammar. Indeed, in recent years, many American functionalists have started using the term ' structuralist ' as a pejorative appellation for any model in the Saussurean tradition (see, for example, Noonan ). The PS, which has always worn its structuralist roots on its sleeve, has for that reason seemed less and less appealing to American functionalists. I doubt that many would regard the ' Functional Generative Description ' incarnation of PS syntax as differing in any more than nuance from other formal approaches. Givo! n ( : ) has condemned two models of grammar whose conceptions bear a strong resemblance to those of the PS, Role-and-Reference Grammar (Van Valin ) and Functional Grammar (Dik ), for ' the practice of conferring functional-sounding labels on grammatical structures '. One imagines that he would render a parallel judgment for the PS itself.
I think that many USFs have come to believe -largely correctly, I would say -that their understanding of the notions ' function ' and ' functionalism ' are rather different from those of the PS. For USFs, ' functions ' are, by definition,  to the language system itself and therefore explanations of these functions must be external as well. PS linguists do at times appeal to this sense of function, viz. the remarks in  above on their explanation for a gradual increase in CD in the course of a sentence. However, they also have a very different sense of ' function ' in mind, and one which USFs do not regard as part and parcel of a functionalist approach at all. This sense is a description of the functioning of grammatical elements  to the system, that is with respect to each other. As Mathesius put it :
[] Croft () contains a one-page discussion of some Praguian work and Comrie () gives a couple of literature references, but provides no discussion of them. The longest discussions of Praguian conceptions of which I am aware in current mainstream functionalist writing are the two three-page summaries and critiques by Wallace Chafe (a, b). The idea of ' system-internal self-regulation ' is excluded from the very domain of functional explanation by USFs (see, for example, Croft  : ). Secondly, and of perhaps equal importance, is the feeling (shared by many American formal functionalists as well) that the key analytic notions of PS are gravely deficient. The consensus, I believe, is that the notion of ' communicative dynamism ' is simply too ill-defined to play the role intended for it by most PS analysts. The key element in the definition of CD, that of ' pushing the communication forward ', has proved too difficult to pin down. By the mid s, Chafe was describing Firbas's characterization of CD as ' somewhat vague ' (Chafe  : ) and even such an otherwise sympathetic commentator as Sandra Thompson wrote of ' some obvious indeterminacies in this [PS] approach, the most troublesome being the difficulty of providing independent justification for the notion of '' communicative dynamism '' ' (Thompson  : ).
Furthermore, American functionalists have found little reason to believe -even conceding that CD is a coherent concept -that the unmarked case would be for CD to exhibit a gradual rise over the course of the utterance. Hence, they have rejected the concept of FSP virtually to a person. Chafe, for example, expressed profound skepticism at this (crucial) attribute of CD :
[I]t is interesting to note that CD is said to be a matter of degree, and not a binary distinction … For the moment, however, it is necessary to say that the examples cited by the Czech linguists for the scalarity of the distinction are unconvincing, and that it has not been demonstrated linguistically that given vs. new is anything more than a discrete dichotomy. (Chafe  : ) In a series of publications, Givo! n (, ) argued that the ' natural ' tendency of language is to work in precisely the opposite way from that inherent in CD. Givo! n's theory of ' Communicative Task Urgency ' (CTU) suggests that it is in the speaker's interest to ' attend to the most urgent task first '. Hence he or she will tend to place unpredictable information before predictable and important information before unimportant. Since thematic information is often both predictable and unimportant, in many cases CTU and CD make opposing predictions. While CTU does not have universal support among practitioners of USF (and some believe that  CTU and CD are at work in language), the challenge to what is seen as the central PS       concept has worked to diminish interest in that school among those who might otherwise be seen as its potential supporters.
A third problem that USF linguists have found with PS work is its treatment, or lack of it, of typological questions. There is in fact a long PS tradition of typological investigation (see Skalic) ka  for the major contribution and, for comprehensive overviews, see Skalic) ka & Sgall  and Sgall ). However, PS scholars have tended to take what might be called a ' top down ' approach to typology, in which languages are classified into broad ' types ' (isolating, inflectional, etc.) and generalizations are made about what constitutes a type and about the range of variation within each type. Whatever the merits of such an approach, it seems rather far removed from the practice within USF, which is generally to start with some very specific formal or functional feature of language, to assemble large corpora of data pertinent to it, and then in ' bottom up ' fashion to begin to construct generalizations and (ultimately) functional explanations for its typological distribution.
Finally, USF, however much it may have rejected the fundamental theoretical underpinnings of generative grammar, has nevertheless retained a wide set of conceptions and practices that have always been part and parcel of the generative approach. For example, all but the most ' anti-structuralist ' of them regard constituent structure as a ' real ' part of language and therefore have continued to formulate generalizations embodying that concept. The PS view of dependency relations as being more central to language than constituent structure has served as another obstacle to any serious influence of the PS over American functionalists. The methodological innovation of generative grammar of basing one's final analysis as much on - sentences as on well-formed ones (particularly those attested in texts) was retained by many within USF."" And USF inherited research areas from their generativist teachers which have not dominated the PS agenda, such as the analysis of syntactic relations between clauses, as opposed to those within clause boundaries.
In summary, profound differences exist between USF and the PS. These differences account for the increasing lack of attention that the former has paid to the latter.
. T      
The primary USF reason for dismissing interest in PS research does not apply to the formal functionalist group. The adherents of this group never turned their back on formal theory per se, nor on the distinction between langue and parole (or competence and performance). Therefore the fact that [] Though not by all, since many USF practitioners insist that only data from naturally occurring discourse is permissible. In a typical USF-oriented anthology like Tomasello (), about half of the papers appeal to ill-formed sentences.
the construction of a formal theory of competence remained a Praguian goal could not have served to turn them away from the PS. And indeed, we do see a steady degree of discussion of PS research by members of this group during the s and s. It will be recalled that Ellen Prince named  linguists as taking a formal functional approach to syntax. All but four of them cited PS publications in their own work in this period. This fact does not mean that they   with PS research, however. Almost all of their references were to the same PS papers from the s and early s. In other words, they found this early PS work interesting enough to reanalyze on their own terms, but not interesting enough to trace its later developments. After documenting and explaining the formal functionalist response to this PS research, I will close by noting that real contacts, including jointly undertaken research, have been forged between PS linguists and members of the formal functionalist school in recent years. The primary goal of formal functionalist work with respect to the PS in the s was to try to recast CD into something less fuzzy and more testable. For example, Contreras (), regarding a gradient CD as a ' step backward ' (p. ) from the work of Mathesius, proposed an explicit set of rules relating deep and surface structure, whose effect is to characterize precisely the possibilities for theme and rheme. These rules work in concert with a semantically-oriented Rheme Selection Hierarchy."# One member of the formal functionalist school, Nomi Erteschik-Shir, stands out in her attempt to integrate PS notions with those that have consumed the attention of American scholars (see especially Erteschik-Shir , , ,  ; Erteschik-Shir & Lappin ). However, she recognized that the first step would have to be to eliminate the major unclarities inherent in Firbas's characterization of CD. She remarks :
This paper, as well as most of my work in syntax, owes a great debt to the Prague school in that the basic intuitions are to be found in the work of FSP linguists such as Mathesius, Danes) , and Firbas. However, it has always been difficult to profit from FSP theory because the basic theoretical notions used are often ill-defined both theoretically and procedurally. (Erteschik-Shir  : ) Erteschik-Shir redefines Rheme in terms of speakers' intentions, thereby, she argues, eliminating some of its vagueness :
A constituent c, of a sentence S, is dominant in S if the speaker intends to direct the attention of his\her hearer(s) to the intension of c, by uttering S. (Erteschik-Shir  : )
[] Adje! mian () has called attention to a certain degree of similarity between Contreras's proposals and those in Sgall, Hajic) ova! & Benesova! (), in particular noting that the former's Rheme Selection Hierarchy has points in common with the latter's hierarchy of communicative importance.
And the notion ' dominance ', in turn, is applied to the solution of a wide variety of problems, in particular an explanation of extraction possibilities (Erteschik-Shir & Lappin ). Rochemont () offers a parallel praise for the PS and a parallel critique. Noting that ' it is true that Prague school theoreticians have succeeded in uncovering what we take to be the most fundamental problems\issues in the interaction of prominence, focus, and information structure ', he rejects the specifics of the PS approach on the basis of his belief that ' the notion of '' communicative dynamism '' is not sufficiently well developed to allow firm and accurate predictions of what may or may not be focus\prominent in a given sentence in a specific context ' (p. ). He attempts to accomplish this by presenting a formal definition of focus within the general context of a principles-and-parameters approach to syntax."$ Reinhart (), citing Firbas (),"% observes that CD can be applied to an account of the anaphor-antecedent relationship. She writes :
The pronoun cannot be lower in its degree of CD than the antecedent (i.e. if a given full NP is higher on the hierarchy of CD than a given pronoun, they are interpreted as non-coreferential). (Reinhart  : ) She goes on to explore the relationship between relative degrees of CD and the structural ' c-command ' relationship between two elements in the sentence. In the end, she opts for a c-command account, as more general than one based on CD, and proposes a processing explanation for why more thematic information tends to c-command less thematic information.
The major challenge to CD (at least in its s Firbasian version) was put forward by the formal functionalist John A. Hawkins. He questions the very functional plausibility of structuring utterances in terms of a gradual rise in CD :
The Prague School theory of given-before-new ordering seems to be particularly non-functional : why should each sentence begin with what has already been presented, delaying the newest information till the very end ? There are plausible cognitive explanations for the positioning of a topic before a comment (cf. Sasse ), but the theory of communicative dynamism is more general than this, claiming that given before new holds for all adjacent items throughout a sentence. But why should this be ? (Hawkins  : -) Hawkins goes on to provide a parsing explanation for why CD appears to hold true in some instances and CTU in others.
[] Hajic) ova! ( : ) remarks that Rochemont's book represents ' a remarkable convergence with the results of the Prague School ', but criticizes him for not citing any PS work beyond that of Firbas from the mid s.
[] Reinhart had acknowledged Firbas for his comments on a pre-publication version of an earlier work (Reinhart ).
  . 
Even counting the discussion of the earlier work by Firbas and Danes) , the references to PS work by formal functionalists remained, in general, at a fairly low level after the mid s. Kuno's feelings are widely shared, I believe. It is very easy to get the impression that PS grammarians have confined their attention to a rather narrow range of questions pertaining to syntax and semantics and their interaction -topic and focus and their relationship to word order and some questions pertaining to argument structure, in particular. This impression is based, I think, on the fact that the two extraordinarily prolific scholars who have presented PS research to the outside world in the past few decades, Petr Sgall and Eva Hajic) ova! , have been most interested in these ' traditionally Praguian ' issues. In fact, the impression is false. If one digs deeply enough, one can find a myriad of other issues discussed (see, for example, Kra! lı! kova!  on passivization and Pit ) ha  on coordination). Nevertheless, whether the state of affairs has been due to the international situation or to some other factor or combination of factors, the seeming narrowness of research interests within the PS was another factor in generating a lack of interest in its approach among many North American linguists."& As noted earlier in this paper, by the s a number of PS scholars had begun to formalize their ideas about syntax to a degree that had never been undertaken by Firbas or Danes) . For example, Sgall, Hajic) ova! & Panevova! () provided a formalization of the ' tectogrammatic ' (sentence-meaning) level of structure in tree-notation. But they did not specify how these trees mapped onto surface structure and offered only promissory notes concerning the semantics. These facts, as well, made it difficult to integrate PS proposals [] into the formal functionalist variants of the generativist approach. While there was a generative characterization of their model in Sgall (), Pla! tek, Sgall & Sgall () , and Petkevic) (, ), these formalisms specified the equivalent of deep structure. They were essentially context-free and thus fell short of what a generative grammarian would recognize as a formal theory of grammar. However, in the past decade, there has been a tremendous explosion of interest in PS syntax among formal functionalists, an interest which has gone along with an increasing degree of accessibility of PS writings to Western linguists. The most active individual force behind these changes has been the American formal semanticist Barbara Partee. Partee paid two short visits to Prague in  and , mostly to talk about her own work to a highly interested audience. But conversations with Petr Sgall, Eva Hajic) ova! and others convinced her that there was more than a little common ground between their respective approaches. She resolved to devote an extended visit to Prague, and had the opportunity to do so in a sabbatical semester in autumn of . At that time, she began a collaboration with Sgall and Hajic) ova! that has continued to this day. The most important fruit of their joint work is a co-authored book, Topic-focus articulation, tripartite structures, and semantic content (Hajic) ova! , Partee & Sgall ), which combines the results of decades of theorizing on discourse structure by the PS with work that comes out of the formal semantic tradition, in particular involving constructions sensitive to the sentence focus, such as those involving quantification. One also might mention the Festschrift for Hajic) ova! , co-edited by Partee and Sgall (Partee & Sgall ) , as dramatic testimony to the degree of mutual interaction and respect.
Partee [] Several of these individuals would consider themselves to be primarily formal semanticists. See my remarks in § on the blurry boundary between formal functionalism and a particular subdivision of formal semantics.
I've always had a frustrated fondness for the Praguean view of information structure -frustrated because for many years there was for understandable reasons comparatively little presentation of that view in a form in which it could be understood and evaluated in terms of other linguistic frameworks for the study of syntax, semantics, and focus, but fond because the Prague group really were among the very first linguists to formulate a theory of information in dynamic terms. (personal communication,  October )
Steedman went on to note that he has been spending some time in Prague and was hoping to work in Edinburgh with the Czech post-doctoral student Ivana Korbayova! . Mutual contact has, of course, led to a number of PS scholars formulating their ideas in terms more accessible to North American and Western European formal functionalists. The writings of Eva Koktova! (, ) are noteworthy in this respect. The promissory notes with respect to semantics have begun to be redeemed as well, as is evidenced by such work as Peregrin () and Kruijff-Korbayova! (). And Hajic) ova! , Skoumalova! & Sgall (), which provides an algorithmic solution to the assignment of TFA, has also helped to bridge the gap.
There is another, essential, factor that has helped to spur joint work between Praguian scholars and formal functionalists and formal semanticists from abroad. Over the past decade or two, most models of formal syntax developed primarily in the United States have been moving in directions congenial to positions long taken by syntacticians of the PS. Very few American grammarians have abandoned constituent structure theory in favor of dependency theory. Nevertheless, almost all frameworks have increasingly stressed dependency  at the expense of configurational ones. This is particularly true for the two successive principles-andparameters (P&P) approaches -Government Binding Theory and the Minimalist Program. The importance put on predicate-argument structure and on projecting syntactic properties from lexical heads brings P&P syntax halfway to a dependency-based view of grammatical relations. The P&P adoption of exclusively binary branching and a phrasal projection for every lexical item, while hardly a move in the direction of dependency theory, is a (tacit) move   a constituency-based view of syntax. These theoretical innovations render meaningless the tests for constituency that dominated early transformational grammar and hence the importance of constituent structure itself. And finally, P&P, in keeping with other syntactic frameworks, has separated principles of linear ordering of elements from principles determining their hierarchical relations. Hence, a treatment of ' free-word order ' languages closer to that of the PS has become possible.
Other theoretical positions long held by Praguian scholars have found their way into the canon of North American-based approaches to formal syntax and semantics. For example, most of the latter now accept the idea (originally put forward in Sgall  and Sgall, Hajic) ova! & Benesova! ) that topic and focus are syntactic and semantic constructs, not just elements of pragmatics (see, for example, Chomsky  and Kaplan & Bresnan ). And Joan Bresnan has suggested (at a lecture at the Vile! m Mathesius Center in Prague in March ) that Optimality Theory owes a great debt to, and can be thought of as a strengthening of, Roman Jakobson's concept of ' markedness '. Few of the changes described in the preceding paragraphs came about under the direct influence of PS writings in linguistics. Nevertheless, the fact that they  come about has opened new avenues for mutual contact and influence between the approaches developed on the two sides of the Atlantic.") . C Prague School writings had a major impact on the early development of North American functionalist approaches to syntax. For largely theoretical reasons, mainstream North American functionalists have turned their back on Prague School research. However, formal functionalists and their natural allies in formal semantics have discovered many points of mutual agreement with recent work in the Prague School ; recent years have seen productive collaboration between these groups of scholars -a collaboration that promises to intensify.
